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[1] The bread lines at Hoogvliet are designed in such a flexible manner that they can produce a product range of 35 bread 
varieties, using different shapes and various decorations. [2] Dough preparation for the bread lines is achieved by means 
of two parallel Diosna linear transport systems with four spiral mixers each and an automated vat handling system. [3] The 
control display shows the four kneaders, the eight vat stations and the transfer station handing off to the linear system’s 
reinforced elevator tipper.

[1] [2] [3]

Small batches on 
a large scale

Dutch supermarket group Hoogvliet is producing fresh 
pastries several times a day. Backtechnik Europe awards it 

production of the year 2016.
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Managing Director of the 
new Hoogvliet production 

facility is 42-year-old master 
baker Louis van Gelder.

W hen Leen Hoogvliet founded the Hoogv-
liet supermarket chain in 1968, his father 
was already the proud owner of several 

greengrocer’s shops. Quickly, however, the son put 
his own Zoeterwoude-based business on a course for 
growth and made a name for himself with his inno-

vative ideas. He was the first person, for example, to 
introduce electronic shelf labels in his supermarkets. 
Furthermore, the family business also made its mark 
by offering a comprehensive range of breads. And 
because Leen Hoogvliet was unhappy with the quality 
of the baked goods they received, he opened his own 

bakery all the way back in 1998. 
Since then, the USP - or unique 
selling point - of his supermarkets 
lies in the freshness of his in-house 
baked goods. This is also reflected 
in the “Uw Warme bakker” slogan 
- “Your fresh-hot baker”. “This 
slogan is well-known across the 
Netherlands, designating small 
bakeries that produce only for their 
own shop. Hoogvliet, too, produces 
only for their own markets, which 
is why we thought it was fitting,” 
Managing Director Louis van Geld-
er explains. The 42-year-old master 
baker has been employed by the 
supermarket chain since 2009, and 
before then spent 12 years at Déli-
france, working, for example, in a 
baguette-making plant. 

Regional size

The Hoogvliet corporation only 
operates in the Western part of the 
Netherlands, which is why its mar-
ket share in the country is at only 
2%. Across the region, however, 
Hoogvliet is extremely present 
with a chain of 65 supermarkets. 
To ensure optimum freshness, all 
locations are no farther than 100 
km away from the head office. In 
addition, for logistical reasons the 

transport fleet is purposefully com-
posed of small, 3.5T lorries, which 
deliver fresh bread as well as other 
fresh foods and products up to 
four times a day to the different 
markets. Their success is proof 
that the elaborate concept works. 
After all, while bread in Dutch 
supermarkets typically achieves a 
5% share in sales, Hoogvliet with 
its always-fresh bread generates an 
impressive 6.5%. As a result, they 
soon outgrew their own bakery 
production facility, which is why 
the company purchased a 13 ha 
site in Bleiswijk, a little over 20 
km away. “Property prices there 
are high, but the strategic location 
at the heart of our catchment area 
is just perfect. We can reach 8-9 
million customers within an hour 
at most of driving time.” While the 
old bakery only had two floors, the 
new 50 x 80 m production faci-
lity comprises four levels, so as 
to make maximum use of all the 
available space. With 12,600 m2 of 
floor space, it only takes up 10% of 
the plot’s surface area. The remai-
ning area is to be used for buil-
ding a large logistics centre in two 
years’ time. “This lets us to make 
optimum use of the site. However, 
the planning process for the bake-

ry was extremely complicated and 
took two-and-a-half years, because 
we had to lead the chimneys to the 
roof by going through the weig-
hing system on the floor above, 
for example. The floor including 
processing and ovens was initially 
designed for 6,000 m2. However, 
we increased efficiency and were 
able to get by with just 4,000 m2.” 
To this end, the entire building was 
created as a 3D computer model, 
including all machinery as well as 
supply pipes, lighting and various 
other details. By taking a virtual 
stroll, weak spots were able to be 
identified ahead of the works and, 
for example, passageways that were 
too narrow in the design could 
be enlarged to the required size. 
“We asked all our suppliers for 3D 
models of their technology, and a 
programmer then integrated these 
models into our CAD plan.”

An unusual concept

The new production facility allows 
Hoogvliet to produce as flexibly 
as a small business, while using 
industrial technology. “Going for-
ward, we purposefully designed 
our production capacities to qui-
te a generous scale, because the 
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there is also a centralised filling station 
and a centralised aspiration system. In 
addition, there is a small component 
system with six containers, a centra-
lised filling station and a centralised 
aspiration system, as well as three 
tandem-container discharging stations 
for liquids. Furthermore, three remo-
val stations above the kneaders are 
also available, with two weighing sca-
les and three water mixing units each. 
When production is running, pneuma-
tic dosing takes place from the three 
external storage silos and the big-bag 
containers, directly onto the line scales. 
The weighing process of small compo-
nents, on the other hand, is carried out 
in centralised scales using downstream 
containers, and subsequent conve-
yance to the lines. While the flours 
and grain mixtures for each line can 
be dosed simultaneously and directly 
from the big bags, small components 
are transported to their corresponding 
line by way of a pneumatic conveyor. 
The dosing of water and other liquids, 
too, takes place simultaneously.
“Here in the Netherlands, we don’t 
tend to calculate the amount of dough 
in terms of kilos, but rather in terms 
of the number of pieces of respective 
baked goods required. The computer 

then uses these numbers to automa-
tically calculate the required amounts 
for each ingredient, as normal.” Fur-
ther down the production process, the 
system controls the number of pieces 
entered separately for each segment, 
making this value fully transparent for 
each module within the lines. 
To allow for such seamless traceabili-
ty, the controls for each line and each 
plant are integrated into a ProLeiT 
master computer system: from dosing 
control, to all the recipes and knea-
ding parameters, all the way to the 
ovens with their individual baking pro-
grams. Each module within the lines 
then automatically switches over to the 
respective batch, using the integrated 
interfaces. Furthermore, each segment 
within the lines includes a precise 
batch tracing process, allowing for the 
different baked goods to pass along in 
immediate succession. The modular 
Plant iT process control system covers 
all areas, including production data 
acquisition, process control system, 
liquids handling and batch system, 
all the way to a complete production 
management system (MES) and to the 
integration of the ERP, LIMS and main-
tenance systems. Since the PLC-based 
process control system largely operates 
on setting function parameters rather 
than using custom programming, it 
is particularly flexible and allows for 
changes to be made to the control sys-
tem, even when production is running 
and without having to stop production. 

Producing small 
baked goods

Hoogvliet’s range of small baked goods 
includes a total of 15 varieties using 
15 different wheat doughs, by adding 
sprouts, seeds or maize/corn. Here, the 
dough pieces worked thoroughly by 
a high-speed dough divider may have 
a round or an oblong shape. “While a 
dough sheet processing plant would 
have allowed for even more variety, 
this was not an option for us. Weight 
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[4] The centralised dosing frame supplies a total of eight kneaders - which are integrated into the two linear transport 
systems and each have a capacity of 240 kg - with the required ingredients.  [5] The return flow of the ready-proved loa-
ves for refining/finishing touches is located behind the two-stage long moulder used during bread production. [6] Since the 
dough pieces are pre-shaped before they enter the long moulder, toast breads achieve a fine pore structure, even without 
the four-pieces method.

At the outfeed of the long moulder, an 
active dragging system rolls up the bread 
dough pieces, slowing them down before 
they are transferred to the conveyor belt. 

[4] [5] [6]
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investment cost between, say, 
hourly outputs of 2,000 pieces 
or 3,500 pieces is not all that dif-
ferent. A batch in our bread line, 
however, still only comprises 230 
loaves, which we are able to pro-
cess in 4-5 minutes. This allows 
us to produce a range of 35 bread 
varieties, using various shapes and 
with different types of decoration. 
Here, every step is automated to a 
maximum, making it possible for 
us to get by with comparatively 
few employees. However, those 
employees produce several fresh 
batches per day, at a current pro-
duction time of only 8-9 hours.” In 
addition, a new type of baked good 
is introduced three to four times 
a year, but apart from that the 
sequence and the amounts produ-
ced at the bakery each day tend to 
remain quite similar. At the begin-
ning of March 2016, the new plant 
entered its final phase of being put 
into operation. The old bakery was 
sold to an Australian customer in 
late January. Currently, three lines 
have already been installed: two 
for bread and an additional one for 
small baked goods. Going forward, 
two additional lines for bread and 

small baked goods are expected to 
be added. Furthermore, there are 
plans to enter cake production in 
2017, to enable the company to 
service customers from in-house 
production in this particular seg-
ment as well. “We’ve been using 
a thermal oil oven with Daub’s 
continuous step system in our old 
production facility already, and it 
has yielded excellent results. For 
our new ovens, therefore, we have 
made a general decision to use a 
thermal oil heating system along 
with models featuring the conti-
nuous step system, because both 
these systems stand for good and 
precision-defined baking results. 
Moreover, a thermal oil heating 
system is particularly energy-effi-
cient.” In the new plant’s centrali-
sed heating system, a tandem sys-
tem supplies the thermal oil using 
two boilers, to which the ovens 
are connected by way of a circular 
pipeline. Normally, the two boilers 
operate alternately and at a perfor-
mance ratio of 80:20. In the case 
of a burner failure, however, the 
remaining boiler is able to maintain 
oven operation all by itself. A waste 
heat recovery system is scheduled 

for a later time, when the logistics 
centre has been completed, becau-
se there aren’t enough consumers 
yet for the waste heat generated.

A modern supply of 
raw materials

For quality assurance purposes, 
Hoogvliet organises a meeting 
with their main suppliers for flour 
and raising agents once a month, 
to exactly define the required key 
figures for each individual raw 
material. Zeppelin contributed 
the comprehensive, overall design 
for storing and weighing ingre-
dients for large breads and buns. 
It comprises three external storage 
silos made of aluminium, with a 
capacity of 90 m³ each, as well as 
a newly developed SPAS screw 
pool discharge system. The silos 
are used to store type 550 and type 
1050 wheat flours as well as whole-
meal wheat flour. Here, each silo’s 
storage capacity of 65 tons corre-
sponds to two fully loaded tanker 
lorries. A big-bag discharging sta-
tion with eight containers, each 
with a 2.5 ton capacity, handles the 
pourable macro components, and 
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[10] The finished breads, already remo-
ved from their pans, continue into 
a cooling coil - located on the floor 
below - by way of two large conveyor 
belts. [11] The cooling helix used for the 
breads is equipped with a climate con-
trol system with adjustable temperatu-
re and humidity, and has a throughput 
rate of two hours.

[10]

[11]
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[7] A large storage area with a pass-through dishwasher and 40,000 positions is available for the baskets, which are used 
to deliver the freshly baked goods. [8] To keep distances covered by employees short, the ready-proved dough pieces 
continue - for refining/finishing purposes - to the front area of the same floor where dough preparation is also located. [9] 
The bread line control system shows each bread variety in a different colour as it passes through the proving chamber, 
making each batch perfectly traceable.

[7] [8] [9]
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accuracy would have been insuf-
ficient, and set-up periods would 
have been too long during pro-
duct changeover.” In addition to 
existing bread roll production line 
#1, with a production capacity of 
24,000 dough pieces per hour, 
enough space has already been set 
aside for a second, identical line, 
which is to discharge into the same 
oven. Dough preparation on the 
line is handled by a Diosna tandem 
kneading system, using two 160 
litre spiral mixers with a central 
discharge. The batch size in this 
case is extremely flexible: any fill 
volume between a minimum of 
70 kg and a maximum of 160 kg 
is possible. Overall, this allows 
for a required hourly capacity of 
1.5 tons of dough to be achieved. 
Doing away with dough resting 
times, the ready-kneaded doughs 
are then directly transported to 
another stainless steel vat, which 
is automatically displaced over an 
elevator tipper, and emptied. This 
process is used because it is more 
hygienic than transporting dough 
over a belt.  The doughs are then 
processed by a König Industrie Rex 
AW machine, “AW” here indicating 
“accurate weight”. The high-speed 
dough divider is able to achieve 

extremely reliable weight accura-
cies by using an infinitely variable, 
perfectly even slider pressure as 
well as stepped gears in a “stop-
and-go” mode of operation. The 
hourly capacity of the machine is at 
30 strokes per minute, and at up to 
24,000 dough pieces. Using manu-
ally replaceable weighing bars and 
weighing stamps, the bakery is 
able to adjust the weight range of 
22-150 g precisely to each indivi-
dual baked good.  The rotating star 
rollers of the Industrie Rex AW 
machine’s roller hopper first trans-
port the dough to the dividing area, 
in optimised portions. There, a 
slider moving horizontally presses 
the dough into the opening of the 
upright dividing drum, using elec-
tronically controlled pressure. The 
drum subsequently rotates anti-
clockwise by 180°, discharging the 
dough pieces to a transfer belt and 
thereby allowing them a small rest 
period before the rounding process 
takes place. In addition, the down-
stream, enlarged drum rounding 
unit with inner grinding drum and 
automatically adjustable active 
eccentric unit allows for a longer 
and, by extension, gentler roun-
ding process. The shaped dough 
pieces then continue into a Kaak 

proving chamber, followed by a 
Daub steel belt conveyor oven with 
continuous step system. Compared 
to a tunnel oven, which is open on 
both ends, no lag in baking climate 
occurs in this system, because each 
of the three segments in the con-
veyor oven is fully sealed off. This 
allows for precision-defined baking 
results to be achieved, since the 
baking atmospheres of the indivi-
dual segments are not intermixed. 
“We chose a batch size of 160 kg 
on purpose. This helps us achieve 
processing periods through the 
dough divider which are short 
enough that the progressive yeast 
activity can exert no influence over 
dough quality and weight accura-
cy. In any case, it is quite custo-
mary in Holland to process doughs 
when they’re as green as possible. 
In return, the throughput rate 
inside the proving chamber is all 
of 90 minutes.” To allow for pro-
ducing fresh goods several times 
a day, however, the overall proces-
sing period should not be too long 
either. Nevertheless, dough resting 
times and proving periods during 
the production process have been 
maximised within the given limits. 
After baking is complete, the bread 
rolls are scrabbled off the trays 

and transferred over to a cooling 
coil on the floor below. Before 
reuse, the trays are first passed 
through a dishwasher. The effects 
are twofold: the trays are not only 
clean but also cooled down. “This 
is much faster than with a coo-
ling tunnel with cold-air nozzles, 
which is normally used. Plus, it’s 
far more energy efficient.”

Breads with and 
without a pan

Bread production starts with two 
parallel, identical Diosna linear 
transport systems, with a central 
passageway for the plant managers. 
For dough preparation, each system 
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the dough pieces do not continue 
straight into the oven, but rather 
they are returned to the proces-
sing area. It is here that the pieces 
are topped or sprinkled, sprayed 
or cut, depending on the bread 
variety. All the manual produc-
tion stages take place in only the 
front half of the floor. This keeps 
the distances covered by company 
employees comparatively short, 
and only comparatively few staff 
are needed. Since the layout of the 
production lines is trimmed for 
maximum efficiency, all modules 
requiring an operator or needing 
to be reloaded or refilled are loca-
ted close to the dough preparation 
area. The baking process taking 
place in the back half of the floor, 
by contrast, is fully automated.

Baking on 
a stone plate

Bread line #4 is currently still 
connected to a seven-stove Daub 
StoneMotion oven, again with 
continuous step system. The oven 
is used for panless, stone-baked 

breads, which are transported to 
the proving chambers and deco-
rations modules using peel boards 
rather than pan sets. From there, 
they enter the StoneMotion by 
way of a switching point. Thanks 
to brief product changeover times 
and batch-timed baking processes, 
the baking surface of the deck oven 
can also be put to optimum use. 
The oven’s individual baking zones 
are separated by pneumatic skirts 

and equipped with horizontal 
turbo technology. The selectable, 
recirculating fan increases heat 
transfer and can, for example, push 
all of the steam out of the baking 
zone after the steaming process, or 
can stabilise and intensify the crust 
at the end of the baking time. The 
slider oven requires only a compa-
ratively small footprint, because 
its low structural height allows for 
more decks per height unit. For 

comprises four spiral mixers and 
an automated vat handling system. 
Here, the guide rail located above 
the kneading vats ensures maxi-
mum available ground clearance 
and optimum cleaning options. In 
other words, the vats float to the 
individual stations in a manner of 
speaking. Once arrived, however, 
they are placed at normal ground 
level, allowing manual interventi-
on at any time. Just like the tan-
dem kneaders of the small baked 
goods line, the kneaders for bread 
production are equipped with a 
special control system. This system 
includes, for example, a fruit pha-
se, allowing for raisins and other 
ingredients to gently flow into the 
vat at a later stage. Each of the 
two linear transport systems has a 
maximum performance of 3.2 tons 
of dough per hour, which may be 
spread out over up to fourteen bat-
ches. The batch size in this case can 
be flexibly selected between 100 
kg and 240 kg, with a maximum 
dough resting time of 30 minutes. 
The number of four kneaders per 
unit is comparatively high, and the 
capacity of 240 kg is the smallest 
possible value for a linear transport 
system, because normally in such 

cases kneaders for 400 or 600 kg 
of dough would be used. However, 
Hoogvliet chose this configuration 
on purpose, in order to be able to 
produce smaller batches in larger 
numbers. It is only appropriate for 
the downstream elevator tipper 
to be designed with greater loads 
in mind as well, and it therefore 
includes a faster drive and more 
robust structural design. 
This is followed, for processing pur-
poses, by the two parallel Benier 
lines #4 and #5, with an hourly 
capacity of 3,500 breads each. For 
monitoring purposes, the lines are 
equipped with an HMI system, a 
Human-Machine-Interface. This 
system displays error messages 
and defective components on a 
detailed 3D system diagram, inclu-
ding the correct location, thereby 
allowing for malfunctions to be 
resolved as quickly as possible. For 
both bread lines, processing starts 
with a conveyor scale and a check 
weigher, which checks the weight 
of the individual dough pieces and 
immediately re-adjusts the conve-
yor scale, if needed. The next stati-
on is a pre-prover with a through-
put rate of one hour. From there, 
the dough pieces are transported 

to the long-moulding station, then 
to the pan sets and subsequently 
into the proving chamber. From 
the proving chamber, however, 

Advertisement 

[12] All pan sets are wet-cleaned during each cycle using a Colussi dishwasher, in order to fully remove poppy seeds, sesa-
me seeds and other leftover decorations. [13] The Kaak fully automated pan storage depot provides enough room for up 
to 6,000 pan sets in four different varieties and across the two bread lines. [14] For pourable macro components, such as 
multi-grain mixtures, 8 silos with a 2.5 ton capacity each and a big-bag discharge are provided.

The master control of the entire plant is handled by a ProleiT Plant iT process 
control system, with automated, 100% traceability.

[12] [13] [14]
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Bakkerij Hoogvliet
Facetlaan 6
2665 NR Bleiswijk
The Netherlands

Phone:  +31 10 22 940 80
Email:  louis.vangelder@
 hoogvliet.com
Website:  www.hoogvliet.com

Founded:  1968
Owner:  Hoogvliet Super- B.V.
Managing Director:  S. de Haan
Commercial Director:  J. Korevaar
Director of Finance:  F. Schijf
Revenue 2015:  N.R. (2014:727 million)
Employees:  35
Weekly flour use: 175,000 kg
Export:  none
Own shops:  bakery shops in 
 65 supermarkets
Certificate:  amp+, FSC 22000
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[15] Three external Zeppelin storage silos with a capacity of 90 m³/65 tons each provide wheat flours of type 550 and 1050, 
as well as wholemeal wheat flour. [16] The liquid yeast is stored in two 15,000 litre tanks, with CIP system. A full tank cur-
rently provides enough yeast for a production week. [17] Small baked goods production is handled using a Diosna tandem 
kneading system and a König Industrie Rex AW high-speed dough divider.

[18] The tandem system with two 160 litre spiral mixers with central discharge services the small baked goods line using 
an elevator tipper. [19] The Industrie Rex AW high-speed dough divider achieves an hourly capacity of up to 36,000 dough 
pieces, at 60 strokes per minute.  [20] The soft buns are baked on a tray, using batches of 72 dough pieces each.

[15]

[18]

[16]

[19]

[17]

[20]
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A scrabbler removes the baked buns from their trays and hands 
the small baked goods over to a conveyor belt.
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the purpose of loading, a pater-
noster lift and a pusher system 
are employed instead of a loader. 
Traditional loader systems grab 
products off the trays or off a fee-
der belt and place them down on 
the hearth. Unloading then takes 
place in the same manner. Often-
times, the limiting factor in such 
systems is the comparatively long 
cycle period of the loader, which 
can - especially when using short 
baking times - turn into a problem. 
The StoneMotion, by contrast, uses 
bakeware which consists of a steel 
frame with inserted stone plates. 
A paternoster lift then transports 

the large baking tray over to the 
hearth. Movement of the bakeware 
both inside the paternoster lift and 
inside the hearths is accomplis-
hed by means of a pusher system, 
without any drives or redirection/
deflection inside the hot baking 
chambers. This combination of 
pusher and paternoster lift which, 
contrary to a loader, does not 
need to reverse, allows - thanks to 
decoupling the loading and mano-
euvring processes - for very short 
cycle times, which are approxima-
tely half that of a traditional loa-
der system. Following unloading, 
the bakeware is cleaned and sub-

sequently returned to the oven 
infeed using a so-called zero oven 
or return flow oven, which is hea-
ted by a separate thermal oil circu-
lation system. At the outfeed of the 
StoneMotion, a “Fakir” discharge 
system can then gently lift the pan-
less baked goods in all their shapes 
off the stone plates and transfer 
them to a conveyor belt.Bread line 
#5 for pan breads, by contrast, is 
directed into a four-deck conveyor 
oven of the “Daub Automatic-Han-
seat” type, with twin loader and 
continuous step system. Each of its 
hearths is separated into three sec-
tors: a pre-baking zone, a central 

zone and a finishing zone, each with separately adjustable 
baking parameters. This, too, allows for quick product chan-
geover. Following the finishing process, a depanner removes 
the ready-baked breads from their pan sets. The breads then 
pass through to the floor below by way of a cooling coil and 
are transported to the ground floor for packaging purposes. 
After removal, the pan sets first pass through a dishwasher; 
they are then oiled and finally stored in a fully automated 
pan storage depot, until the next use. The depot is equip-
ped with two loading tracks for quick product changeover, 
whereby the incoming track also serves the purpose of a 
buffer for pan sets that are not yet needed at that time. The 
depot itself has an overall capacity of 6,000 pan sets, which 
are used across the two lines in a total of four different sha-
pes.

Concrete expansion plans

Going forward, the existing lines #4 and #5 - with a perfor-
mance capacity of 3,150 kg bread per hour each - are both 
to lead into the tunnel oven and to each use two of the four 
floors. For the StoneMotion, on the other hand, there are 
plans to install a line #3, which does not yet exist. The new 
line is to be equipped with an extruder capable of proces-
sing soft doughs, which are then to be transported direct-
ly into the StoneMotion by way of a third proving cham-
ber. “We’ve had no prior experience with baking on stone 
plates, but we are pleasantly surprised at the good quality 
of the crust. However, the breads as we offer them - with a 
thin and crispy crust - are still somewhat of a novelty in the 
Netherlands.” While the bakery produces only 5% of their 
overall bread production in this panless manner, this seg-
ment is growing particularly fast. Here, the StoneMotion 
still has some options left for new bread varieties. 

Stefan Schütter
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